
Romantic Orientation Test

Who have you dated in the past?

Only people of the opposite gender

Only people of the same gender

A mix of people from two genders

A mix of people of varying genders

I have not dated yet

Who are you interested in dating?

People of the same gender

I'm not sure, I'm not a huge dater but I think I'd still be interested

People of the opposite gender

I go based more off the person themselves rather than their gender

I'm more focused and/or passionate about other subjects

I'm in between two genders, maybe with a slight preference to one

What is your preferred way of expressing romantic affection?

Through physical touch and intimacy

Through verbal expressions of love and affection

Through acts of service and kindness

Through quality time spent together

Through giving thoughtful gifts and gestures

How important is physical attraction to you in a romantic relationship?

Very important; physical attraction is a significant aspect of my romantic connections

Somewhat important; while physical attraction matters, other factors are equally important

Not very important; I prioritize emotional connection and compatibility over physical appearance

Not important at all; I value personality and emotional connection above all else



How do you typically approach romantic relationships?

I prefer to take things slow and develop a strong emotional connection before pursuing a 
romantic relationship

I enjoy the excitement of new relationships and tend to dive in quickly

I prefer to let relationships develop naturally without putting pressure on defining them

I'm cautious and selective about entering romantic relationships, preferring to get to know 
someone deeply before committing

What role does gender play in your romantic preferences?

Gender is a significant factor in my romantic attraction and preferences

While I acknowledge gender, I prioritize personality and compatibility over gender identity

Gender does not play a significant role in my romantic attraction; I am open to connections with 
individuals of various gender identities

I do not consider gender when it comes to romantic attraction; I focus on the individual's 
character and qualities

Have you ever experienced romantic attraction towards someone of a gender different from 
your usual preference?

Yes, I have felt romantic attraction towards someone of a different gender than I typically prefer

No, my romantic attraction tends to align with my usual preference for a specific gender

I have not experienced romantic attraction towards anyone yet

I have not considered or explored my romantic attractions towards different genders

How have you evolved or changed as a person over the past year?

What challenges have you faced, and how have they contributed to your personal 
development?



In what ways have your values or beliefs shifted, if at all?
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